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1. The first heart transplant surgery _____ by Christian Barnard, a South
African doctor.
A. performed
B. was performed
C. had performed
D. be performed
2.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Mushrooms, ________ low in calories, are included in most diets.
are
which are
have been
which

3. _____ insects multiply rather quickly, a rigid winter can wipe out their entire
population.
A. Despite
B. However
C. In spite of
D. Even though
4.
A.
B.
C.
D.

The lake, with its _____, looked peaceful.
pale beige, sandy beach
sandy, pale beige beach
sandy beach, pale beige
pale beige beach sandy

5.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Motherhood requires _____ , understanding, and stamina.
being patient
to be patient
patience
have patience

6. The sea turtle ____ her eggs underneath the sand, and the sun's warmth
hatches them.
A. is laid
B. lays
C. laying
D. will be laying
7. Urdu, _____ in Pakistan , Bangladesh, and India, is an indo-European
language.
A. which mainly spoken
B. who is mainly spoken
C. whose mainly spoken
D. which is mainly spoken
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8. Copper, ______ an excellent conductor of heat, comes from the Latin word
cuprum, meaning the island of Cyprus.
A. is being
B. which is
C. to be
D. has been
9. Phosphate, a mineral used in fertilisers, _____ in large quantities in
Morocco and Tunisia.
A. are found
B. were found
C. is found
D. was found
10. The Pacific Ocean is _____ than the Atlantic Ocean.
A. most big and deeper
B. bigger and deeper
C. big and deep
D. more bigger and deeper
11. A savannah _____ to as a piece of land with limited vegetation in tropical or
subtropical areas.
A. referred
B. which referring
C. will have been referred
D. is referred
12. Ferdinand Magellan, _____ explorer to sail around the world, found South
America’s straits.
A. the first who was
B. was the first who
C. who was the first
D. was who the first
13. She is both a great artist _____ a talented storyteller.
A. and
B. but
C. or
D. so
14. As a child, he grew up to love hiking, hunting, and _____.
A. to ride horses
B. horse back riding
C. to be a horse rider
D. riding horse back
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